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Editor's Note
This November issue of Que Ondee Sola has one theme, the tradition of
the Three Wise Men. In this issue, we will talk of that tradition, how it is
celebrated and also of some events that will take place around this celebration that have historical importance for the Puerto Rican community in Chicago.
This issue brings to light the holiday that is celebrated by many Puerto
Ricans "El Dia de los Reyes" ( The Day of the Kings) which takes place on
January 6th. We also would like to welcome back Ramon Lopez (The featured writer in our last issue) who will explain how chis tradition is viewed by
today's youth which he will interpret throu gh th eir art. This is in preparation
for an art contest and exhibition to be held at the Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos
Museum of Puerto Rican History and Culture, on January 5th, which Que
On dee Sola is co-sponsoring. Finally and perhaps most importantly we would
like to announce the historic unveiling of a four story monument to the Puerto
Rican flag that will be on permanent display on Division Street. (See bk pg.)
This special issue of Que Ondee Sola will mark the last in a year full of
historical events in the Puerto Rican community. We are proud to be a part of
the events in our community. We hope you enjoy this iss ue and look for our
annual calendar in the December issue . Last but not least we would like to
wish the Northeastern Illinois University community a wonderful holiday
and a Happy New Year. Thank you and enjoy.
Eduardo Arocho, Co-Editor
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Or, how a Bible story became part
of a culture of resistance and was
adopted by the Puerto Rican people to
their specific socio-historical and cultural conditions.
In the following article I will attempt to trace the transformations
from three wise men to three kings
and most importantly why there is
a black king, but first. There is a
holiday in Puerto Rico called Dia
de los Reyes (Three Kings Day)
which is celebrated on January 6th.
This day is very much like Christmas because the children prepare
to receive gifts on the eve of the
6th. Not by Santa Claus but by the
three kings. Instead of milk and
cookies they pick fresh green grass
and place it under their beds for the
kings' horses, in return a gift is left
for them by the kings.
This tradition has biblical roots.
In Matthew chapter two (the only
place in the bible that talks about
the three wise men) reads, "when
Jesus was born in the days of Herod
the king, behold, there came wise
men from the east to Jerusalem".( 1)
Nowhere in the Bible does Matthew mention how many, nor their
names or even from what countries
these wise men came from. From
here on according to anthropologist
Ramon Lopez, "the transformations of this tradition is due to two
processes that sometimes are combined into one. First the apocryphal

gospels (early Christian writings
not accepted by any church or
jewish faiths) and second oral traditions". These two sources are
very important because there is
very little written about the wise
men in the Bible and these two traditions help create the myths that
we know today. He continues by
stating
that "Los
T r e s
·· -=- ~ · .·- ········
Reyes
i
:.
Magos de
Oriente
(or
the
magi from
the East)
is the precise denomination used
10
the
Bible".
M a g i
didn't
mean magician at that time it actually meant
one who specializes in astrology
which was an attribute of noble
men and religious leaders at that
time. Since those "Magi" brought
three gifts the popular notion from
the beginning states that there
were three. Although, other countries do narrate the same story with
six or twelve wise men, three wise
men was what ultimately became

accepted in Europe throughout the
middle ages. Another interesting
thing to note is that the three wise
men were originally the visual representations of the three ages of
man (one old man, one adult man
and one young man).
In Spain during the 16th century after the "discovery" of the

New World, some changes began
to appear in this tradition. The
three wise men rode horses instead
of camels and most importantly
they now resembled three different
racial groups instead of three ages.
This is when we first begin to see
a black man as king. In other words,
one king from Africa, one from Asia
and one from Europe; the known
world at the time.
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Spain went on co establish
January 6th as Dia de Reyes (or
Three Kings Day) which had a
double meaning. First, because it
was a day co celebrate the three
wise men and second because it
was a day selected for all the royal
subjects co show there reverence
and obedience co the kings of
Spain. This day was marked by the
most important public festivals in
the Spanish colonies. Especially for

the slaves, they were allowed co
play music, dance, travel around
and have fun, they were even allowed co go around from house co
house asking for aguinaldos.
Aguinaldos are gifts in the form of
coins chat the rich and powerful
people would give co the slaves
(similar co today's crick or treat).
In most places of the Caribbean
where Catholicism dominates, children gee their gifts on Christmas.
Bue in some places like Puerto Rico
the tradition of the aguinaldos
switched its emphasis co children
and chat's how they started getting

their gifts on January 6th. "That
wasn't very long ago", says Ramon
Lopez, "in face for the first few centuries of colonialism the three
Kings were saints. What happened
is chat there are many Catholic
saints and Puerto Rican inhabitants
mostly peasants and jibaros (country folks) had no way of acquiring
saintly images". Unlike Protestantism where you can have an abstract
relationship with God, for Catholics saints are a muse because they
need some material and physical
manifestation of God. For chis reason the artisans began co carve their
own saints out of indigenous wood
and among the saints they came up
with were the three kings.
So for the first three or four centuries during colonial time the
three wise men were worshipped,
but by the early twentieth century
the three wise men stopped being
saints and instead remained the
bearers of gifts co the children of
Puerto Rico.
One of the most important features of chis tradition is the black
king Melchor. Mose times, he will
be seen in the middle riding a white
horse (which at the time was considered co be a symbol of distinction) and he becomes the most
popular and most important king
because people can relate co him
the most. Ramon Lopez says chat
"chis preference for Melchor also
shows up in oral literature, popular
songs, riddles and narrations. Basically, it has co do with the face chat
there was a specific relationship
with Melchor and the scar of
Bethlehem. According co some traditions when Melchor moves out of
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the center the star would disappear
only to return when Melchor himself prayed to God. People have no
doubt who Melchor is but there is
some confusion as to who the other
two kings are". In contrast, there is
another tradition from Spain. It says
that the three wise men were white,
but because Melchor was so proud,
he wanted to get to Bethlehem before the other two, so as a punishment the star burned him black.
So we get two diametrically
opposed stories, one racist from
Spain and the other a very proud
and positive tradi-cion from Puerto
Rico. Ramon adds "it's a kind of
interplay of a symbolic expression
of a colonial struggle. They say that
blacks are inferiors and their color
is a result of a punishment; we say
that our black heritage is more important and we're proud of it".
Today, the tradition has transformed and has been permanently
interwoven into the culture. So the
Three Kings are no longer just a
Christmas story but now a part of
our culture all year round. While
some kids get there gifts on the
24th and others on the 6th is not
important what is important is the
result of an experience that took
centuries to evolve and is now a
permanent fixture. "There is no
arts and crafts fair in Puerto Rico
where you don't see the three
kings", says Ramon. Oh yes and as
for the tradition of going from
house to house asking for
aguinaldos, it is now a tradition of
"las parrandas" (going from house

to house playing music and singing). So this Christmas my friends
don 't just think Santa, think of
three kings and a star.

QUE ONDEE SOLA
is published at Northeastern
Illinois University. The opinions
expressed in Que Ondee Sola do
not necessarily those of the administration. Responsibility for its
contents lies solely with the staff.
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and all suggestions and contributions.
Editor
Lazaro Velazques
Co-Editor Eduardo Arocho
Staff
Riccadonna Rivera,
Hector Quetell, Vicky Camilo,
Daniel Sanchez, Raquel Rosado.
Special thanks to Alejandro L.
Molina for graphic design.
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THE TIHIREE Wli§E MEN KN CHICAGO
Images lby Y({J)u th
lby Ramon Lopez
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They come from distant lands
to visit the Windy City. They
come, called by people who insist
on reyar in spite of the cold and
by the letters they still receive
from Puerto Rican children.
Melchor-the unmistakablecomes, as do Gaspar and Baltasar,
interchangeable. By all means and
in spite of everything, they come
and are joyously recognized by
the Puerto Rican population.
Hopefully, they will visit the
Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos Museum of Puerto Rican History and
Culture and will stop to observe
the images produced by students
from various schools for an art contest.
These youth, inhabitants of
migrant communities which originated more than half a century
ago, no longer receive gifts on
January 6. Their knowledge of the
Wise Men is vague and nebulous.
It is part of the Puerto Rican culture that survives in an adolescence of accelerated romances,
changes in voice , hip-hop and
salsa sounds, gangs on every corner, the risk of AIDS, the temptation of drugs and an identification with the single-starred flag.
When I spoke to them of the
contest, I wanted to provoke a visual return to an image of their
childhood that has fallen into disuse in the present. The return was
very brief. I spoke to them of the
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Wise Men during an hour, showing them artisan's works, book
pictures and greeting cards.
Their participation in the contest, after the initial stimulus of
the talk, was a rediscovery, a new
look with adolescent eyes. T he
youth worked without consu lting
the models which I had showed
them at the beginning. In th at
manner, they produced images in
which their remembrance was interfered with by the immediacy
of the moment. As a matter of fact ,
I stimulated an expression of the
Wise Men which includ es the
daily life that those youth live in
Chicago. The result is a vis ual
sample in which traditions, the
immediacy of the moment and innovations meet. Notwithstanding,
I hope to show that the unquiet
variety of Wise Men that the
yo uth produced has a coherence
that transcends coincidence.
The "unquiet va ri e ty" deserves a clarifying note. The participants affirmed th e ir d arin g
yo uth and did not follow instructions. They were asked to participate in a painting contest and the
size of the entries was fixe d. The
enthusiastic contestants produced
works in painting, drawing, mixed
media and collage. They also
worked in charcoal, pastels, markers, watercolors, crayo ns, papers,
textiles, plastics and glitter. They
submitted works in man y sizes.
To wit, they admitted the participation of two African-Americans
and an Asian-American.

They provoked a nightmare
of risky decisions for the jurors,
but they enjoyed their own starry
night dreams.
The pluralistic coherence of
these works is captured if we first
recognize the vibrant energy of
their individuality. The Wise Men
of the youth of Chicago become
three vagabond street bums, three
mysterious hooded figures, three
solemn and elderly gentlemen,
three bearers of Puerto Ri can
gifts, three incarnations of Love ,
Faith and Happiness, three
bearded and richly dressed men
with their heads bowed, three
young men with dress pants and
ves t, three horsemen seen from
the rear; three women ballerinas!,
three threatening and hostile warriors, three smiling figures whose
gender is uncertain, three svelte
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walke rs unde r a rose-colored sky,
three bearded and colorful men
with asiatic features, three diffuse

personalitie s in front of three
enormous leaves, three youth who
are kings and are looking at each
other, three fantastic sorcerers
derived from television cartoons,
three nocturnal visitors to an illuminated stable ...
The plural coherence of these
works originates in a very specific
identification in the self-image of
the youth and the image of the
Wise Men. First of all, the life of
the children and the journey of
the Wise Men have a prominent
festi ve atmosphere in common, a
collective celebration of happiness. The fes ti val of the Wise
Men and the parties of the youth

8

s hare the enjoyment: reyar is
something that sounds familiar
because it sounds like to have fun.
Secondly, to look upon the Wise
Men obliges us to do the same
when we look upon the youth : to
notice immediately and before
anything, the use of clothing as a
joyous expression of color. For the
youth , appropriate dress is as important to identity as it is to the
Wise Men: both define who they
are by what they are wearing.
Third, the presence of the Wise
Men and of the youth of Chicago,
is an arrival from distant lands,
that is, a migration or trip. The
traveling Wise Men and the migration of youth are visible incarnations of cultural diversity.
This identification system has
a direct impact on the plastic express ion of the youth. A pleasant
play on the possibilities of the use
of color and materials predominates in their works. The visual
enjoyment of the image created
is such that it permits the escape
from stereotypes and produces a
variety of Wise Men that are irreverent and entertaining. This is
so, in spite of the fact that in some
cases the Wise Men assume serious and aggressive expressions.
The transgressing of traditional
solemn and kind images is a
provocation, one that carries with
it a tone of street-wise ridicule. In
addition, this violation of tradition
is at the same time an incorporation of the urban culture that the
youth live and which contain large
doses of violence.

T]H[E T]H[REE W[§E MEN:
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There are two elements co be
added. Two contradictory tendencies appear in these works chat
coexist, not only in the works produced, but also in the cultural formation of the youth. One is the
recurrence of visual themes that
illustrate the Puerto Rican-ness:
flags, gi.iiros, palm trees, sentry
boxes and an insistent Wise Man
who is black. Another is the intervention, in one form or another,
of visual derivatives of television
cartoons and comic books: mythic
warriors, super powerful sorcerers
and space travelers. These images
are part of the visual learning process of children at the
transnational level. In fact, these
personages, converted into trendy
coys, are precisely part of the repertoire of gifts that the Wise Men
and Santa Claus leave children
around the world, including
Puerto Rican children.
In trying co counterarrest the
homogenizing effect of the generalizations just made, I want co
stress the individual strength of
two works which impacted me
very much.
The first finished work chat
arrived in my hands was in colored
pencil, very small, at least according co the rules of the contest. The
author refused to produce another, larger work and his work received much acclaim among his
friends, so that we compensated
by using a large carton frame co
exhibit it. For everyone, it was a
sweet and pretty representation of

the adoration of the Wise Men. In
addition, the gifts of the Wise
Men-the gi.iiro, the sentry box
and the flag-add a visual and
simulating Puerto Rican dimen-

sion. A few days later I viewed the
drawing anew and was perplexed.
Now I can say why. One of the
central points of my talk about the
Wise Men chat most interested
the youth was the preference and
distinction for Melchor, the Black
Wise Man in the Puerto Rican tradition. The author of chis drawing, a gangbanger chat leads a section of about 20 youth in his
neighborhood, has a particular
aversion co the black members of
rival gangs that he has already
expressed in other drawings, in
spite of the fact that he is of obvious African ancestry. That explains why it is not strange that

a
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the most important gift-the
Puerto Rican flag- is not in the
hands of the darkest Wise Man,
but carried by another Wise Man
that is on his feet and looking directly at us. This is the same flag
with the flagpole in the form of a
lance, that in another of his drawings provokes the burning of a
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police patrol car. In the earlier
drawing, the incendiary flag was
in the hands of a Puerto Rican
youth that represented the artist.
In this new drawing, the Wise
Man that holds the flag is dressed
in green and black, the emblematic colors of the Cobras, the gang
to which the author belongs. As if
to leave no doubts, the tip of the
lance is also green and in the
shape of an enlarged diamond,
also a Cobra emblem. We are not

].0

finished, dear readers. The Wise
Man-artist-Cobra has a cap or turban instead of crown. Why? Because crowns are the emblems of
the Kings, a rival gang. To be even
more consistent, the crowns of the
ocher two kings are painted in
gold and black, King gang colors.
Up co this point, we have recognized a few elements of Puerto
Rican
identification
and
gangsterism chat are found in the
same persona, the artist. But there
is something more profound here.
The social world of gangs functions through ironclad principles
of violence, dis cruse, hostility and
competition. In any situation
where rival gang members come
upon each ocher, the most one can
hope for is a tense and fragile tolerance chat can, at the slightest
provocation, convert i cs elf in to an
open confrontation. Look at the
drawing once again. In chis adoration, there lies, not a calling or
peace, but tension and danger.
Each one of the four persons is
looking in a distinct direction.
Jesus the child is not able co bring
peace co the gangs of Chicago.
What complexity and sensitivity
chis small drawing exhibits!
When I explained the nature
of the contest for the first rime to
the young students, a young
woman began to chink very seriously and announced chat her
three Wise Men would be bums,
"because although they are bums,
they still have something to offer." Days afterwards, she brought

TlHE TlHREE WKSE MEN:
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me a pencil drawing. To say it in
Spanglish, the three kines were
three bones, their shredded
clothes and suffering faces are
more than eloquent. One offers a
gift of a bottle of wine and another
a loaf of bread. They are on their
knees. The third is on his feet,
carries a small treasure chest in his
hands and has abundant
dreadlocks. This is Melchor the
vagabond, Rasta and poor, but always generous. The child appears
serene, the star has descended to
watch them and the composition
is strengthened with a porch and
two pooted plants that make up a
triangle. I will say more. The
bread and wine, typical expression of misery and euphoria of the
vagabond, transcend themselves
and become an expression of a
sublime spirituality: they are the
religious images of the sacrifice of
Christ which is renewed each
time a mass is said in commemoration of the Last Supper. This
enormous charge of meaning is
faithful to the image of the vagabond Wise Men. Even as the stereotypical view of bums catalogues them as losers, defeated
and useless, in reality these persons know the street better than
anyone because they have always
lived there. In the city, the street
is the key to survival and to survive, knowledge is essential. That
rich knowledge, unnoticed by
those that are employed and own
their own homes is in the small
treasure chest of Melchor, the
Rasta with dreadlocks. Along with

~r,
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the bread that kills hunger and
wine that kills sadness, they constitute a gift of good will so that
the child Jesus-that significantly,
is alone-can survive in the cruel
city of Chicago.
Bread and Wine. Birth and

Death. The first and last. Art can
flourish in Chicago, in a Puerto
Rican poor girl. Three Wise
Men=Street Wise Men. Happy
Three Wise Men Day.
• In Spanglish in Chicago, Kines is the
plural of King. 011e of the precautio11s that I
took duri11g the organization ofthe co11test was
to avoid translati11g Tres Reyes i11to Three Kings
because Ki11gs is the name of one of the city's
gangs and are considered the enemy i11 the contest participa11t's territory. The use of 11ames,
colors, emblems, and other ide11tifying gang sig11s
is inte11se and ritually detailed, in a manner
that some exclude others with stringent
rigorosity. Three Wise Men is a neutral term
that does not provoke animosities.
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Zapatos de Arco-Iris (Rainbow Shoes)
Walking one street
a life is spent
through the ghetto designed
by the invisible architects
of a city divided
by boundaries of color
graffiti and money
with no hope of ever
venturing beyond.
Two-toned shoes walk these streets
that identifies which warring tribes
can stand the changing tides,
yet dreams do not accept
this reality nor television fantasies.
So the search through history begins
in hopes that a clue may reveal
the answer to the mystery
of an unknown destiny
through the impasse road
a life takes in search of hope.
0 Dios a memory burns the feet
that have felt the earth
of another street
when me and my father f few
with a woman named Cuba to see
the rainbows of Boriken.
Asleep in the cold was this memory
till visitors appeared carved by jibaros santeros
bearing aguina/dos
for the life that walks one street.
They came on the eve
tres Magos Reyes
from Bethlehem to Boriken.
riding on ballerinas de San Juan
Paso-finos
in search of the star
inside every Borincano child.
Under the children sbeds they found
green grass for the royal
horses to eat before they parade
Down Division street.

].2

In the morning
They ride singing
ven ven little boricuas
look at what we've brought you
dos banderas grandes
with a star that shines
four stories high "three sixty five".
Zapatos de arco-iris
I wear on my feet
a gift from El Negro Rey Melchor
who came to me when I dreamed
of me and my father
traveling through Boriken
now I can walk
safe and free from hood to hood
or around the world if I choose,
like mercury I fly free
across the borderlines
and chalkboard lies on a rainbow road
that history has forged
in search of a freedom pen of gold.
by eduardo arocho
12/25/94
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iOH ESTRELLA FULGENTE!
Rafael V. Rivera
1

5

Para pri11cipiar
ate11ci611 se11ores
que los trovadores
empieza11 a hablar
vamos a tratar
de u11 misterio urgente
cua11do hubo en oriente
u11 lucero fijo
que Baltazar dijo
i oh I estrella fulgente

Baltazar que era
el due110 de/ oro
cogi6 aquel tesoro
de ofrenda primera
como el ni110 espera
se decfa en su mente
le hare este presente
que es a/go precioso
y dijo gozoso
joh! estrella fulge11te

2

6

Era aquel lucero
la ti11ica se11al
que solia alumbrar
todo el mu11do entero
lo que con esmero
muy respla11decie11te
se vi6 de repe11te
sobre de/ portal
y dijo Gaspar
i oh I estrella fulgente

Gaspar que jugaba
con el fino incienso
de dijo, yo pienso
hacer mi brindada
dando otra mirada
a lo que habia enfrente
yo inf prontamente
asisedecfa
tu serds mi guia
joh! estrellafulgente

3

Eran tres se11ores
que nose co11ocia11
y los tres tenian
riquezas mayores
y al sus alrededores
habia algu11a gente
que al ver reluciente
aquel respla11dor
/es dijo Melchor
i oh I estrella fulge11te

7
Melchor era el due110
de la rica mirra
y le tenian tirra
porque era risue110
y el con loco empe110
tambien Jue elocuente
llev6 al inocente
a/go que brindarle
y dijo al mirarle
joh! estrella fulgente

4

8

Cada uno tenia
disti11to reinado
y fueron guiados
en un solo dia
por la misma guia
que el omnipote11te
/es mostr6 patente
y los tres la vieron
y a un golpe dijeron
joh! estrella fulgente

Tan pronto notaron
la luz bienhechora
a la misma hora
ellos cabalgaron
y los tres tomaron
senda diferente
vie11do que era urge11te
caminan con fe
diciendo a la vez
i oh I estrella fulgente

9
Las se11das salieron
luego a un solo punto
y haciendo el co11junto
ah{ se conocieron
y entonces siguieron
los tresjuntamente
hablando fielmente
de lo que veian
y juntos decfan
joh! estrella fulgente
JO

Por aquella senda
que ellos tomaron
sin saber llegaron
donde habia una tienda
y el due110 de hacienda
vino complaciente
con faz sonriente
mostr6 regocijo
y al verlos /es dijo
i oh I estrella fulgente
11

Herodes el malvado
era el que le hablaba
y /es preguntaba
su rumbo tomado
ellos con agrado
y educadamente
decfan desde oriente
esta setial vimos
y los tres dijimos
joh! estrellafulgente
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Si11 11i11gu11 desdi11
Baltazar decia
esa luz 110s gu{a
con rumbo a Belin
a ese lindo edi11
donde si fielmmte
que el omnipote11te
ha 11acido ya
· y dicen a/Id
joh! estrella fulgmte

16

Los tres contestaba11
s{ que volveria11
pues no conocia11
al que ellos le hablaban
se regocijaba11
al ver que decente
que fratemalmente
ii se hab{a mostrado
y e11 ver que ha exclamado
j oh! estrella fulgente

13

17

Amigo querido
dice11 a la par
vamos a adorar
al reciin nacido
fuimos so,prendidos
milagrosamente
esa luz ferviente
110s trajo esas 11uevas
y nos dd sus pruebas
joh! estrella fulge11te

El dia seis de enero
al portal llegaron
y al nirio adoraro11
los tres con esmero
bri11da11do primero
a/go reluciente
al recientemente
nacido en Belin
y decia11 tambii11
i oh! estrella fulgente

14
Herodes respira
como superior
porque e11 su interior
se llen6 de ira
si esto no es mentira
se dijo en su me11te
yo ire prontame11te
a matar al nirio
y dijo con caririo
i oh I estrella fulgente

18
El angel Gabriel
/es revel6 e11 suet7o
no tengan emperio
de ir donde ii
que Herodes es cruel
solo lo que siente
es odio latente
al nirio mes{as
por eso decia
joh! estrella fulgente

15
Sigan su sendero
/es dijo a los magos
y yo lo que hago
que aqu{ los espero
vui/vanse ligero
con noticia ardiente
yo ire expresamente
tambiin a adorar
y dire al llegar
joh! estrellafulge11te

19
Tres dias estuvieron
junto con el nirio
luego con caririo
de Else despidieron
pero no se fueron
por donde realmente
Herodes impaciente
los aguardaria
pues ii repet{a
i oh I estrella fulgente

l'l!

20
Sin cerrar la historia
voy a despedirme
y al tiempo de irme
/es cubro de gloria
y llevo en mi memoria
el libro presente
que si este 110 miente
decian en partidas
doy la despedida
i oh I estrella fulgente
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The Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos Musuem of Puerto Rican History and Culture
invites you to the opening of the exposition

THE THREE WISE MEN: Images of Youth in Chicago
Thursday, January 5, 1995
1457 N. California

PROGRAM

6:30 pm Reception
7 :00 pm Presentation of the Exhibitions

Images by Youth in Chicago
Arts and Crafts about the Three Wise Men
7:30 Drama about the Eve of Three Wise Men's Day

For more information: 312.342.4880
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Come to the inauguration of the Flag on January 6, 1995, Three
Wise Men Day, beginning at 12 noon at Division and Artesian. It
will be an unforgettable Puerto Rican festival!

